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This paper aims to probe into Fan Junhong’s specialities and achievements in his 
opera writing’s structure, pattern, and language and so on through the methods of the 
combination of description and discussion and empirical research on the basis of his 
operas and writing theories to discover the relationship between his compositions and 
theories .Also  the author tries to put Fan Junhong’s performance career and creating 
experience in this paper so that his performance’s influences to writing and theories 
can be understood correctly and comprehensively and his status and effects can be 
ascertained accurately.The key point is , how Fan Junhong made creative works 
boldly,enriched methods constantly and improved writing level continuously.Still it 
will summarize his successful experience in creating opera.There exists a hope that 
this paper could offer some suggestions to the current opera composition and boost its 
development and prosperity. 
This paper has four parts: the first part is the introduction and description of Fan 
Junhong’s performance life and opera thinking for the preparation of the research 
about Fan Junhong’s opera writing. 
The second part is to discuss the rules, methods and features in his opera 
structure and his theories in it.On one hand, he  used , transformed and developed 
traditional methods; on the other hand, he made new methods,  applied three main 
cues: theme, plot and character comprehensively to arrange the structure.Due the his 
combination between traditional methods and new methods coherently and 
consciously, the structure of his opera is usually elaborate, coherent,and  attentive. 
The third part is about Fan Junhong’s cognition, understanding, application and 
creation. The emphasis is his flexible application to old patterns and creative 
development to new patterns. 
The fourth part analyzes Fan Junhong’s views and opinions in opera language 
and his rules, methods and achievements and so on in polishing and organizing opera 















language’s development and creation, so he can give full play to language application 
in the description of persons’ character, the development of  plot and the expansion of 
conflicts. Meanwhile, the libretto and monologue that he created considered the 
performance, and served actors and audience. 
The conclusion will show Fan Junhong’s writing features and achievements and 
further summarize his successful experience, so that it can be helpful to current opera 
composition. 
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① 唐麒：《中国对联故事总集·综合卷》，吉林：时代文艺出版社，2004 年 4 月，第 12 页。 
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